SASGO 2018, Spier Estate, Stellenbosch

Drs V Eeckhout, L Rogers and A van der Merwe

Profs M Seckl and A Covens

Dr N Mbatani, Profs M Seckl and H Botha

Enjoying 8 Restaurant at Spier

Dr F Loggenberg

Dr Colin Montgomery

Dr N Mbatani, Prof G Dreyer (Head of SASGO); Dr B Guzha receiving his prize for runner up Best Poster; Dr J Whittaker (Lancet Laboratories, who donated the prizes)
Drs N Mbatani, T Adams and B Howard

Dr H van der Merwe and Prof M Seckl

Dr M Simama and G Addae

Dr Paul Le Roux

Dr Zizipho Mbulawa

Drs N Mbatani, Dr N Mbatai, Dr B Howard, Dr L Rogers

Dr N Mbatai, Dr N Gyiose, Prof L Denny, Dr L Rogers, Dr T Adams

Dr M van der Schyff, Dr N Mbatani, Prof H Simonds, Prof M Seckl, Dr E Bryant, Prof A Covens, Dr T Adams

Presenters at the SAATOG Research Symposium

Prof G Dreyer, Prof R Saidu (winner of Best Poster), Dr J Whittaker

Prof A Covens and Dr B Guzha, runner up for Best Poster

Dr Langanani Mboedi and Prof M Seckl